Van der Holst and Pendavingh introduced a graph parameter σ, which coincides with the more famous Colin de Verdière graph parameter µ for small values. However, the definition of σ is much more geometric/topological directly reflecting embeddability properties of the graph. They proved µ(G) ≤ σ(G) + 2 and conjectured µ(G) ≤ σ(G) for any graph G. We confirm this conjecture. As far as we know, this is the first topological upper bound on µ(G) which is, in general, tight.
Introduction
In 1990 Colin de Verdière [Col90] (English translation [Col91] ) introduced a graph parameter µ(G). It arises from the study of the multiplicity of the second smallest eigenvalue of certain matrices associated to a graph G (discrete Schrödinger operators); however, it turns out that this parameter is closely related to geometric and topological properties of G. In particular, this parameter is minor monotone, and moreover, it satisfies: The characterization up to the value 3 as well as the minor monotonicity of µ was shown by Colin de Verdière [Col90; Col91] . The characterization of graphs with µ(G) ≤ 4 was established by Lovász and Schrijver [LS98] . Beyond this, any description is known only for the classes of graphs with µ(G) ≥ |V (G)| − k for k = 1, 2, 3 and partial results are known also for k = 4, 5; see [KLV97] . In addition, it is an open problem whether the graphs with µ(G) ≤ 5 coincide with knotless embeddable graphs [DW13, Sec 14.5], [Tho99, Sec. 7] .
Due to the aforementioned properties, the study of µ gained a lot of popularity (e.g., [BC95; vdHol95; vdHLS95b; KLV97; LS98; vdHLS99; LS99; Lov01; Izm10; Gol13; SS17; McC18; Tai19] ). A precise definition of the parameter µ is given at the end of Subsection 2.1. Later, in 2009, van der Holst and Pendavingh [vdHP09] introduced another minor monotone parameter σ(G), whose definition is much closer to the topological properties of G. Roughly speaking, σ(G) is defined as a minimal integer k such that every CW-complex C whose 1-skeleton is G admits a so-called even mapping into R k . This is a mapping f such that whenever ϑ and τ are disjoint cells of C, then f (ϑ) ∩ f (τ ) = ∅ if dim ϑ + dim τ < k, and f (ϑ) and f (τ ) cross in an even number of points if dim ϑ + dim τ = k. For a precise definition, we refer to [vdHP09] .
It turns out that σ(G) ≤ k if and only if µ(G) ≤ k for k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. In addition, van der Holst and Pendavingh [vdHP09, Conj. 43 ] conjectured that this is true also for k = 5. However, in general, σ and µ differ. They provide an example of a graph with µ(G) ≤ 18, but σ(G) ≥ 20 based on a previous work of Pendavingh [Pen98] . On the other hand, van der Holst and Pendavingh [vdHP09, Cor. 41] proved that µ(G) ≤ σ(G) + 2, while they conjectured that µ(G) ≤ σ(G). We confirm this conjecture.
Theorem 1. For any graph G, µ(G) ≤ σ(G).
Our tools that we use for the proof of Theorem 1 also allow us to show that the gap between µ and σ appears at much smaller values.
Theorem 2. There is a graph G such that µ(G) ≤ 7 and σ(G) ≥ 8.
We remark here that adding a new vertex to a graph G and connecting it to all vertices of G increases both µ(G) and σ(G) by exactly one (unless G is the complement of K 2 ); see [vdHLS99, Thm. 2.7] and [vdHP09, Thm. 28] . Consequently, Theorem 2 immediately implies that for every k ∈ N, k ≥ 7 there is a graph G k with µ(G k ) ≤ k and σ(G k ) ≥ k +1.
The key step in the proof of Theorem 2 is to provide a lower bound on σ; otherwise we follow [Pen98] . We remark that the example of G with µ(G) ≤ 18 but σ(G) ≥ 20 coming from [vdHP09; Pen98] is highly regular Tutte's 12-cage. The important property is that the second largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of Tutte's 12-cage has very high multiplicity. We use instead the incidence graphs of finite projective planes, which enjoy the same property. Namely, if H q is the incidence graph of a finite projective plane of order q, we will show that µ(H 3 ) ≤ 9, whereas σ(H 3 ) ≥ 11; see Proposition 23. Then, by further modification of this graph, we obtain the graph from Theorem 2.
As a complementary result, based on properties of finite projective planes, we also show that the gap between µ and σ is asymptotically large.
Theorem 3. Let q ∈ N be such that a finite projective plane of order q exists 1 . Then µ(H q ) ∈ O q 3/2 , while σ(H q ) ≥ λ(H q ) ≥ q 2 , where λ is the graph parameter of van der Holst, Laurent, and Schrijver [vdHLS95a] , which we overview in Section 4.
Further motivation and computational aspects. If we are interested only in the properties of the Colin de Veridère parameter µ, Theorem 1 can be reformulated as: If σ(G) ≤ k, the µ(G) ≤ k. In other words, if G has a nice geometric description 2 in R k , then µ(G) ≤ k. This is tight in general because µ(K n ) = σ(K n ) = n − 1, where K n is the complete graph on n vertices [vdHLS99; vdHP09] . As far as we can say this is the first tight upper bound on µ(G) taking into account embeddability properties of G for general value of the parameter.
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On the other hand, we would also like to argue that the parameter σ deserves comparable attention as µ.
First of all, it provides a much more direct geometric generalization of graph planarity than the parameter µ; more in a spirit of the Hanani-Tutte type characterization of graph planarity (see, e.g., [Sch13] ).
Next, it seems that it might be computationally much more tractable to determine the graphs with σ ≤ k when compared to graphs with µ ≤ k. From now on, let G µ≤k and G σ≤k denote the class of graphs with µ ≤ k and σ ≤ k respectively. Of course, once we fix an integer k, there is a polynomial time algorithm for recognition of graphs in G µ≤k and G σ≤k via the Robertson-Seymour theory [RS95; RS04] as there is a finite list of forbidden minors for these classes. The minors are well known if k ≤ 4; however the catch of this approach is that it seems to be out of reach to find the minors as soon as k ≥ 5.
Let us focus on the interesting case k = 5. We are not aware of any explicit algorithm for determining the graphs in G µ≤5 in the literature. The best algorithm we could come up with is a PSPACE algorithm based on the existential theory of the reals. (This algorithm recognizes the graphs in G µ≤k for general k ∈ N.) For completeness we describe it in Appendix A.
On the other hand, there is a completely different set of tools for recognition of graphs G from G σ≤5 . According to [vdHP09, Thm. 30] it is sufficient to verify whether the 2-skeleton of a so-called closure of G admits an even mapping into R 4 . We do not describe here a closure of G in general; however, according to the definition in [vdHP09] , it can be chosen in such a way that its 2-skeleton coincides with the complex obtained by gluing a disk to each cycle of G; let us denote this complex by C 2 (G). It is in general well known that it can be determined whether a 2-complex admits an even mapping to R 4 (even in polynomial time in the size of the complex). From the point of view of algebraic topology, this is equivalent to vanishing of the Z 2 -reduction of the so-called van Kampen obstruction. An explicit algorithm can be found in [MTW11] modulo small modifications caused by the facts that C 2 (G) is not a simplicial complex and that we work with the Z 2 -reduction. The algorithm runs in time polynomial in size of C 2 (G), which might be exponential in size of G. However, the naive implementation of the algorithm seems to perform many redundant checks. By removing some of these redundancies, we can get an explicit polynomial time certificate for σ(G) > 5, that is, a certificate for co-NP membership. For completeness, we provide the full details in Appendix B. (See Theorem 31 there.) Optimistically, we may hope that this algorithm could be adapted to an explicit polynomial time algorithm. Now, if the conjecture G µ≤5 = G σ≤5 of van der Holst and Pendavingh is true, then the algorithm above also determines graphs with µ ≤ 5. Theorem 1 gives one implication. This could be even more interesting if G µ≤5 (and/or G σ≤5 ) coincides with the class of knotless embeddable graphs, according to the open problem mentioned at the beginning of the introduction.
Similar ideas can perhaps be used for the recognition of graphs from G σ≤k with general k, though this requires working with the (k −1)/2 -skeleton of the closure, which is more complicated. (Of course, the impact on µ is then more limited due to Theorems 2 and 3.) Overview of our proofs. Here we briefly overview the key steps in our main proofs. We start with Theorem 1. On high level, we follow Lovász and Schrijver [LS98] , who showed that if G is a linklessly embeddable graph, then µ(G) ≤ 4. First we sketch (in our words) their strategy and then we point out the important differences.
For contradiction, Lovász and Schrijver assume that there is linklessly embeddable G with µ(G) ≥ 5. According to the definition of µ (given in the next section), there is a certain matrix M ∈ R V ×V of corank 5 associated to G = (V, E) which witnesses µ(G) ≥ 5. Given a vector x ∈ R V , we denote by supp(x) the set {v ∈ V : x v = 0}. Correspondingly, we define supp + (x) := {v ∈ V : x v > 0} and supp − (x) := {v ∈ V : x v < 0}. Then ker(M ), the kernel of M , can be decomposed into equivalence classes of vectors for which supp + and supp − coincide. Each equivalence class is a (relatively open) cone (see Definition 9). Then, by choosing a suitably dense set of unit vectors in each of the cones and taking the convex hull, Lovász and Schrijver obtain a 5-dimensional polytope P such that every relatively open face of ∂P is in one of the cones.
Given a linkless embedding of G (more precisely, a flat embedding), it is possible now to define an embedding f of the 1-skeleton P
(1) into R 3 in such a way that for every vertex u of P, which is also a vector of ker(M ), f (u) is mapped close to a vertex of supp + (u) (this vertex is embedded in R 3 by the given linkless/flat embedding of G).
Also, for every edge e = uw of P, we have supp + (e) ⊇ supp + (u), supp + (w). If G[supp + (e)], the subgraph induced by supp + (e), is connected for every such e, then Lovász and Schrijver pass f (e) close to some path connecting f (u) and f (w) in G[supp + (e)]. An existence of such f then reveals that the original embedding of G was not linkless via a Borsuk-Ulam type theorem by Lovász and Schrijver [LS98] , which is the required contradiction.
It, however, still remains to resolve the case when some edges e do not satisfy that G[supp + (e)] is connected. Such edges are called broken edges and it is the main technical part of the proof to take care of them. Via structural properties of G, including the usage of one of the forbidden minors for linkless embeddability (see [RST95] for the list of minimal such graphs), Lovász and Schrijver show how to route the broken edges without introducing new linkings, which again yields the required contradiction.
Our main technical contribution is that we design a strategy how to route broken edges without any requirements on the structure of G. Namely, we show that if we make several very careful choices in the very beginning when placing the vertices of P as well as if we carefully route the nonbroken edges of P, then we are able to make enough space for broken edges as well. The important property is that when F and F are (so-called) antipodal faces, then the edges of F and the edges of F are routed close to disjoint subgraphs. (The precise statement is given by Proposition 19, and we actually map P (1) into the graph G.)
Now, we could aim to conclude in a similar way as Lovász and Schrijver via a suitable Borsuk-Ulam type theorem, which would require to extend the map to higher skeletons and to perturb it a bit. However, we instead use a lemma of van der Holst and Pendavingh [vdHP09] tailored to such a setting, which they used in the proof of the inequality µ(G) ≤ σ(G) + 2 (see the proof of Proposition 18).
Last but not least, instead of working directly with matrices from the definition of µ, we abstract their properties required in the proof of Theorem 1 into a notion of extended representation; see Definition 5. (The main difference is that we replace the so-called Strong Arnold hypothesis by more combinatorial properties.) This abstraction turns out to be very useful in the proof of Theorem 2 because then it is possible to provide lower bounds on σ also with aid of matrices not satisfying the Strong Arnold hypothesis, which is essential if we want to separate µ and σ.
We add a short description of how our bound on σ(G) is used in the proof of Theorem 2. We first note that extended representations are defined as certain linear subspaces of the kernels of some matrices associated to G. To provide a lower bound on σ(G) we actually show that it is always at least the dimension of any extended representation of G. It is natural to expect that some of these matrices M whose kernel is large but not an extended representation of a given graph G can be used to provide a good lower bound on σ(G), since one can hope to find an extended representation of G of large dimension as a subspace inside ker(M ); this idea was already used by Pendavingh [Pen98] for the parameter λ and we adapt and extend some of his observations further. Roughly speaking, we show that the vectors of ker(M ) which do not satisfy the requirements of an extended representation can be taken care of by a subset of the set of edges of G. Namely, if one finds a subset F ⊆ E(G) such that supp(x) is intersected by an edge in F for every "badly" behaving vector x ∈ ker(M ), then we show that imposing the condition x u + x v = 0 for every uv ∈ F yields the desired subspace of ker(M ); see Lemma 20.
The proof of Theorem 3 follows the same high-level strategy as the proof of Theorem 2, except we do not work there with an extended representation, but rather with a so-called valid representation, which is a concept used to define the parameter λ (see Section 4). We use a simple general position argument to show that if G has a low maximum degree, then a large subspace of ker(M ) has to be a valid representation of G.
Organization. In Section 2 we overview (or introduce) various representations of graphs and establish some of their properties. Then we prove Theorem 1 in Section 3 and Theorems 2 and 3 in Section 4.
Representations of graphs

The Colin de Verdière graph parameter
If not stated otherwise, we work with a graph G = (V, E). We use the usual graphtheoretic notation N (v) for all vertices adjacent to v ∈ V and N (S) for all vertices in V \ S adjacent to a vertex in S ⊆ V . For a set S ⊂ V we denote by x S the restriction of the vector x to the subset S, that is,
Let M(G) be the set of symmetric matrices M in R V ×V satisfying 1. M has exactly one negative eigenvalue of multiplicity one,
The matrices satisfying only the second of the properties above are sometimes called discrete Schrödinger operators in the literature. Note that there is no condition on the diagonal entries of M . Despite this, a part of the Perron-Frobenious theory is still applicable to M ∈ M(G), assuming that G is connected (if not, the same reasoning can be applied component-wise). This is because the matrix −M +cI V , where I V denotes the identity matrix of size V ×V , has nonnegative entries for c > 0 large enough. Since this transformation preserves all eigenspaces, the Perron-Frobenius theorem implies that the smallest eigenvalue of M has multiplicity one and the corresponding eigenvector is strictly positive (or strictly negative). For instance, as M has an orthogonal eigenbasis, this implies that every nonzero vector x ∈ ker(M ) must have both supp + (x) and supp − (x) nonempty; this is used several times later on.
A matrix M ∈ M(G) satisfies the so-called Strong Arnold hypothesis (SAH), if
The Colin de Verdière graph parameter µ(G) is defined as the maximum of corank(M ) over matrices M ∈ M(G) satisfying SAH.
Extended representations of graphs
We collect some of the easy, but important properties of matrices in M(G) in the following lemma. The proofs can be found, for instance, in a survey by van der Holst, Lovász, and Schrijver [vdHLS99, Sec. 2.5] 4 . In an analogy to the definitions used by van der Holst, Laurent, and Schrijver [vdHLS95a] and Pendavingh [Pen98] , we introduce the following definition:
Lemma 4. Let
has two connected components and
and G[supp − (x)] are nonempty and connected.
We will use extended representations of G as a substitute for ker(M ) in case we want to work with M not necessarily satisfying SAH. This is enabled by the following lemma taken from Pendavingh [Pen98] , which implies that the kernel of M ∈ M(G) satisfying SAH defines an extended representation of G:
Topological preliminaries
Polyhedra. A set τ ⊂ R k is a closed (convex) polyhedron if it is an intersection of finitely many closed half-spaces. A closed face of a polyhedron τ is a subset η ⊆ τ such that there exists a hyperplane h satisfying that η = h ∩ τ and τ belongs to one of the closed half-spaces determined by h. A relatively open polyhedron is the relative interior τ of a closed polyhedron τ (the relative interior is taken with respect to the affine hull of τ ).
Important convention.
In the sequel, when we say polyhedron, we mean relatively open polyhedron. This is nonstandard, but it will be very convenient for our considerations. Given a polyhedron τ , by τ we denote the closure of τ , that is, the corresponding closed polyhedron. We also say that a (relatively open) polyhedron η is a face of τ if η is a closed face of τ .
Polyhedral complexes.
A polyhedral complex is a collection C of polyhedra satisfying:
(i) If τ ∈ C and η is a face of τ , then η ∈ C.
(ii) If θ, τ ∈ C, then θ ∩ τ is a closed face of θ as well as a closed face of τ .
The body of a polyhedral complex C is defined as |C| := C. Due to our convention that we consider relatively open polyhedra, |C| is a disjoint union of polyhedra contained in C.
Given a polyhedron τ , by ∂τ we denote the boundary of τ . With a slight abuse of notation, depending on the context, this may be understood both as a polyhedral complex formed by the proper faces of τ as well as the topological boundary of τ , that is, the body of the former one.
The k-skeleton of a polyhedral complex C is the subcomplex C (k) consisting of all faces of C of dimension at most k.
In our considerations, we will need two special classes of polyhedra: simplicial complexes and fans.
Simplicial complexes.
A polyhedral complex is a simplicial complex if each polyhedron in the complex is a simplex. (Consistently with our convention above, by a simplex we mean a relatively open simplex.)
Fans.
A cone is a polyhedron α ⊆ R k such that rx ∈ α whenever x ∈ α and r ∈ (0, ∞). A polyhedral complex F is a fan if each polyhedron in F is a cone, and moreover, if F contains a nonempty polyhedron, then F contains the origin as a polyhedron. A fan is complete if |F| = R k .
Subdivisions. Let C be a polyhedral complex. A polyhedral complex D is a subdivision of C if |C| = |D| and for every η ∈ D, there is τ in C containing η.
Fans and polytopes. By a polytope we mean a bounded polyhedron. Let P ⊆ R k be a polytope such that the origin is in the interior of P. Then P defines a complete fan F(P) formed by the cones over the proper faces of P (plus the empty set). Again, we consider the faces of P relatively open. With a slight abuse of terminology, we say that P subdivides a fan F if F(P) subdivides F ; see Figure 1 .
Barycentric subdivisions. Now let K be a simplicial complex. For every nonempty simplex τ ∈ K let b τ be the barycenter of τ . For two faces η and τ of K, let η ≺ τ denote that η is a proper face of τ . The barycentric subdivision of K, denoted sd K, is a simplicial complex obtained so that for every chain Γ = θ 1 ≺ θ 2 ≺ · · · ≺ θ m of nonempty faces of K we add a simplex, denoted ∆(Γ), with vertices b θ 1 , . . . , b θm into sd K. It is well known that sd K subdivides K. In particular, ∆(Γ) ⊂ θ m .
Observation 7. Let K be a simplicial complex and ∆ be a simplex of the barycentric subdivision sd K. Let ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 be two faces of ∆ and η 1 ⊇ ∆ 1 and η 2 ⊇ ∆ 2 be two faces of K. Then either η 1 is a face of η 2 or η 2 is a face of η 1 .
Figure 1: A polytope P, the fan F(P) and a polytope Q subdividing F(P).
Proof. The face ∆ corresponds to a chain Γ = θ 1 ≺ · · · ≺ θ m of faces of K. Then ∆ 1 corresponds to a subchain Γ 1 of Γ with maximal face θ i (for some i). Then θ i is the (unique) face of K containing ∆ 1 = ∆(Γ 1 ). Therefore η 1 = θ i . Similarly, η 2 = θ j for some j, from which the conclusion follows.
Before we state the next lemma, we introduce two more well-known notions. Let K be a simplicial complex and |L| be the body of some subcomplex L of K. We define the simplicial neighborhood of |L| in K as
If L consists of a single vertex a, then the simplicial neighborhood is known as (closed) star of a in K, denoted by st(a; K). Proof. The closed star st(a; sd
(This is a simple exercise on properties of simplicial/derived/regular neighborhoods using the tools from [RS82] . An explicit reference for this claim we are aware of is Corollary 4.5 in [TT13] -embedding in a manifold assumed in [TT13] plays no role in the proof.) Stellar subdivisions of polytopes. Let P ⊆ R k be a polytope such that the origin belongs to the interior of P and let F be a face of P. Let a be a point beyond all facets (i.e. maximal faces) F of P such that F ⊆ F (that is, a and the origin are on different sides of the hyperplane defining F ) whereas a is beneath all other facets (a and the origin are on the same side of the defining hyperplane). Then the polytope P obtained as the convex hull of the set of vertices of P and a is called a geometric stellar subdivision of P [ES74] . For any F, we can pick a as above lying inside the cone of F(P) containing F. Let p : ∂P → ∂P be the projection towards the origin. Then the complex p(∂P ) := {p(F ) : F is a proper face of P } is a subdivision of the boundary of P.
6 Consequently, F(P ) subdivides F(P).
If we perform stellar subdivisions gradually on all proper faces of a polytope P ordered by nonincreasing dimension, we obtain a simplicial polytope. In fact, we get a polytope isomorphic to a barycentric subdivision of P; however, we will use this stronger conclusion only when P is already simplicial. That is, in this case we obtain a polytope P such that the projection p : ∂P → ∂P is a simplicial isomorphism between ∂P and sd ∂P provided in each step, when performing individual stellar subdivisions over face F, the newly added point a is on the ray from the origin containing the barycenter of F. For more details on stellar and barycentric subdivisions of polytopes, we refer to [ES74] .
Fan of an extended representation
Given an extended representation L of G we now aim to build a fan P = P(L) (complete in L) formed by convex polyhedral cones which corresponds to splitting L by hyperplanes passing through the origin and perpendicular to the standard basis vectors of R V .
Definition 9 (Fan P(L)). Let L be an extended representation of G and let us define an equivalence relation
∼ on R V by x ∼ y ⇐⇒ supp + (x) = supp + (y) and supp − (x) = supp − (y).
Each equivalence class [x]
∼ is a convex cone in R V (relatively open), and we define E to be the fan formed by these cones.
Then we define P = P(L) as the fan obtained by intersecting E with L. In other words, the cones of P are the equivalence classes of ∼ restricted to L.
If the extended representation L is irrelevant or understood from the context, we omit it from the notation and write just P. We refer to a k-dimensional cone as to a k-cone.
We extend the notation of support to cones in P, i.e., if α ∈ P, then supp ± (α) := supp ± (x) for some x ∈ α. Also, if A ⊆ α for some α in P, then supp ± (A) := supp ± (α).
We continue with several observations on properties of P.
Observation 10. Whenever α, β are two cones of P such that α ⊆ ∂β, then
Moreover, at least one of the inclusions is strict.
Proof. The two inclusions follow immediately from the facts that ∂β ⊆ β and β contains all y ∈ L with supp + (y) ⊆ supp + (β) and supp − (y) ⊆ supp − (β). At least one of them is strict as α = β.
Corollary 11. Whenever α, β are two cones of
we call x a broken vector. The cones of P consisting of broken vectors are called broken cones.
In the remainder of the present subsection, we always assume that G is a connected graph, M ∈ M(G), L ⊆ ker(M ) is an extended representation of G and P := P(L) is the fan corresponding to L.
The following observation is only a rephrased version of part (8) Proof. We present the proof for completeness. Let x ∈ β. According to Definition 5, there are exactly two connected components
and one connected component K 3 induced by supp − (x). Now we look at any y ∈ β. Since supp ± (x) = supp ± (y), we get that
Since x K i and y K i are either both positive in all coordinates, or both negative in all coordinates, by the Perron-Frobenius theorem there is c i > 0 such that
. Moreover, for the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector π of M we have π T x = π T y = 0. This induces a linear dependence between c 1 , c 2 and c 3 . So dim β ≤ 2.
For the opposite inequality, observe that if β was only a 1-cone, then any x ∈ β would have inclusion-minimal support in L, which would be a contradiction to Definition 5(2).
For the second assertion, just observe that the two 1-cones of ∂β correspond to the choices c 1 = 0 or c 2 = 0 in the argument above.
Notation. For x ∈ ker(M ) we write S(x) := N (supp(x)) and R(x) := V \(supp(x) ∪ S(x)).
Let β ∈ P. We write S(β) := S(x) and R(β) := R(x) for any x ∈ β. The notation is motivated by the fact that S(x) is a 'separator' if x is a broken vector and R(x) is the set of vertices of G 'remote' from supp(x); see Figure 2 .
Proof. Let y ∈ β and assume, for contradiction, that there is x ∈ L such that x S(β) = 0 and x R(β) = 0. Since there is no edge between R(β) and supp(y) in G, the set supp + (y + εx) is still disconnected and supp(y + εx) induces at least four connected components, for all ε > 0 small enough. This is incompatible with Definition 5.
A crucial observation for our subsequent considerations is the following:
Observation 15. Let α be a 1-cone of P. Then there is at most one broken cone β ∈ P such that α ⊆ β.
Proof. Let β, γ be two broken cones such that α ⊆ β ∩ γ. Let K 1 , K 2 be the connected components induced by supp + (β). By Observation 13(2), we can assume, up to renaming, that supp + (α) = K 1 , and also, that supp − (α) = supp − (β) = supp − (γ). Lemma 4(1) then implies that S(α) = S(β). The same argument also shows that S(γ) = S(α), and thus, we get S(γ) = S(β). Applying Observation 14 finishes the argument. 
Polytopal representation
In analogy with the approach of Lovász and Schrijver [LS98] , we utilize extended representations L of a given connected graph G to build convex polytopes of dimension dim(L). By a k-face (or a k-cell) we mean a face (or a cell) of dimension k. We refer to a d-dimensional polytope as to a d-polytope.
Definition 16 (Polytopal representation).
Let L be an extended representation of G, and P = P(L) be the complete fan corresponding to L. We say that a polytope P ⊂ L containing the origin in its interior (relative in L) is polytopal representation of G if it satisfies the following conditions.
(i) The vertex set of P is centrally symmetric.
(ii) P subdivides P. This in particular means, that for every face F of P, there is a unique cone of P which contains F. We denote this cone by γ(F).
(iii) P is simplicial, that is, all faces of P are simplices.
(iv) Let E, F be faces of ∂P which are faces of a common face of ∂P. Then either γ(E) is a face of γ(F) or γ(F) is a face of γ(E). (This includes the option γ(E) = γ(F).)
(v) Let us define a broken edge as an edge of P lying in a broken cone of P. Then we require: For every a ∈ P (0) all broken edges of P in st(a; P) belong to the same broken cone.
We, of course, need to know that a polytopal representation exists. Lovász and Schrijver [LS98] build a polytope P satisfying (i)-(iii) and a weaker version of (iv) as a convex hull of a sufficiently dense set of unit vectors taken from every cone, without going into details about how to choose this set. As we add extra properties, we want to be more careful and check that all of them can be satisfied.
Proposition 17.
Given an extended representation L, a corresponding polytopal representation P always exists. The faces E and F are a vertex and an edge in a common (small) triangle of ∂P. The larger (black) subdivided triangle containing both E and F is a result of applying a barycentric subdivision to (some triangle of) Q . The green outer 'almost' triangle depicts the intersection of ∂P and the cone γ(F). Right: The picture shows E and F obtained as faces of Q containing p (E) and p (F). In the specific case on the picture p (E) concides with E and E , thus only p (F) is depicted.
Proof. We start with considering the crosspolytope C ⊆ R V whose vertices are the standard basis vectors e v ∈ R V and their negatives −e v for v ∈ V (G). Then the fan of the crosspolytope F(C) is exactly the fan E defined in Definition 9. Next we consider the auxiliary polytope Q := C ∩ L and we get P = F(Q). In particular, Q subdivides P.
Subsequently, we apply a series of geometric stellar subdivisions on Q as described in Subsection 2.3. First we get a simplicial polytope Q which subdivides P. Then we take P as the second barycentric subdivision of Q , again by a series of stellar subdivisions. We perform all stellar subdivisions in a centrally symmetric fashion so that we obtain centrally symmetric P.
It remains to verify the properties from Definition 16. The properties (i), (ii), and (iii) follow immediately from the construction.
We will show that (iv) follows from Observation 7. Let Q be the polytope obtained from Q after the first barycentric subdivision and let p : ∂P → ∂Q be the projection towards the origin, as in Subsection 2.3. Then p (∂P) is a barycentric subdivision of ∂Q . Now, let E be the face of Q containing p (E) and let F be the face of Q containing p (F); see Figure 3 . Note that E ⊆ γ(E). Indeed, Q subdivides P, therefore E is contained in some cone of P, and γ(E) is the only option. Similarly, F ⊆ γ(F). By Observation 7, E is a face of F or vice versa (the observation is applied with η 1 = E , η 2 = F , ∆ 1 = E, and ∆ 2 = F). Therefore γ(E) is a face of γ(F) or vice versa.
Finally, we derive (v) from Lemma 8. This time, we consider the projection p : P → Q . Then p (∂P) is the second barycentric subdivision of ∂Q . For contradiction, assume that the edges of st(a; P) belong to two broken cones β 1 and β 2 . Equivalently, the edges of st(p (a); p (∂P)) = st(p (a); sd 2 (∂Q )) belong to β 1 and β 2 . Let L 1 and L 2 be subcomplexes of ∂Q triangulating β 1 and β 2 , respectively. Observation 15 implies that |L 1 | ∩ |L 2 | = ∅. Then, by Lemma 8, st(p (a); sd 2 (∂Q )) cannot intersect both |L 1 | and |L 2 |, a contradiction.
On the relation µ(G) ≤ σ(G)
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1. To make our exposition more readable, in the present section we refer to vertices and edges of a graph as to nodes and arcs, respectively, and reserve the terms vertices and edges for the 0-and 1-faces of polytopes.
Proposition 18. Let G be a connected graph and L be an extended representation of G.
The
Given two polyhedral complexes C and D, a map f :
If C and D are graphs, which is the only case we are interested in, then this condition means that every vertex of C is mapped to a vertex of D.
Proposition 19. Let G be a connected graph and P a polytopal representation of G (arising from the fan P = P(L), where L is an extended representation of G). Then, there is a cellular map f : P (1) → G such that for every pair of antipodal faces F and F , the smallest subgraphs of G containing f (F
(1) ) and f (F (1) ), respectively, have no common nodes.
Using the tools of van der Holst and Pendavingh [vdHP09] , Proposition 19 implies Proposition 18 quite straightforwardly. As this proof is short, we present it before a proof of Proposition 19. Here, we essentially only repeat the proof of [vdHP09, Thm. 40].
Proof of Proposition 18. The main tool for this proof is Lemma 37 from [vdHP09] . This lemma says that, under the additional assumption that P does not contain parallel faces (that is, faces with disjoint affine hulls such that F − F and F − F contain a common nonzero vector), the existence of f from Proposition 19 implies σ(G) ≥ dim P. (Note that dim P = dim L.) Our P contains parallel faces. However, as van der Holst and Pendavingh point out, P can be perturbed by a projective transformation to a polytope without antipodal parallel faces preserving the combinatorial structure of the polytope. Similarly as van der Holst and Pendavingh do, we refer to the proof of [LS98, Thm. 1] for details.
Notation. Given G, L, P and P as in the statement of Proposition 19, we extend the notation R(γ) and S(γ) from cones to faces of P. Let F be a face of P lying in a unique cone γ(F) ∈ P by Definition 16. We define S
(F) := S(γ(F)) and R(F) := R(γ(F)).
Note also that supp(F) = supp(γ(F)) and supp ± (F) = supp ± (γ(F)) according to our convention above Observation 10.
Proof of Proposition 19. During the construction, for each face F of P we will introduce a set W (F), which will be a subset of nodes of G such that f (
The key property of the construction will be that W (F) and W (F ) are disjoint if F and F are antipodal faces of P. We first define f and W on the vertices of P and then on the edges of P. Finally, we extend the definition of W to higher-dimensional faces and verify the required disjointness condition.
Throughout the proof, we repeatedly use the fact that every broken cone is 2-dimensional according to Observation 13(1). In particular, faces of P lying in a broken cone are either broken edges, or 'inner' vertices in a broken 2-cone.
Before we start the construction, for every broken cone β we fix a node v(β) ∈ S(β). We also use the notation v(b) := v(β), where b is an arbitrary broken edge lying in β, that is, γ(b) = β. Dimension 0. Given u ∈ P (0) , Definition 16(v) applied to a = −u implies that either there is no broken edge antipodal to u, or there is a unique 2-cone β = β(u) ∈ P such that all broken edges antipodal to u lie in β. In the former case, we let f (u) be an arbitrary node of supp + (u). In the latter case, we want to avoid R(β) and v(β); thus, we need to check that we can do so.
Claim 19.1. If β = β(u) exists, then there is a node in supp + (u) \ R(β) different from v(β).
Proof. We distinguish two cases according to whether γ(−u) ⊆ β or not.
If γ(−u) ⊆ β, we get
whereas v(β) does not belong to supp(β). Therefore the claim follows from the facts that supp + (u) is nonempty (as we argued in Subsection 2.1) and R(β) ∩ supp(β) = ∅. Now we assume that γ(−u) ⊆ β. Let b be an arbitrary broken edge antipodal to u. We know that β = γ(b). We also know that there is a proper face F of P such that b and −u belong to F. Definition 16(iv) implies that β is a face of γ(−u) or vice versa. Since γ(−u) ⊆ β, we obtain that γ(−u) is at least 3-dimensional cone satisfying β ⊆ γ(−u). Now we get supp + (u) = supp − (−u) ⊇ supp − (β). We also again use that v(β) does not belong to supp(β). Therefore, the claim follows from the fact that supp − (β) is nonempty and R(β) ∩ supp(β) = ∅.
Therefore, if β = β(u) exists, by Claim 19.1, we may set f (u) to be an arbitrary node of supp
We also set, somewhat trivially, W (u) := {f (u)}. Dimension 1. Let e = uw be an edge of P. We want to define f on e as well as W (e).
We proceed so that for every edge e = uw of P we first suitably define W (e) in such a way that f (u) and f We want to check that f (u) and f (w) belong to the same connected component of G[W (e)]. This we already did in the former case, thus it remains to consider the latter case, when b exists. We observe that since e is antipodal to b, the vertices u and w are antipodal to b as well. Therefore, both f (u) and f (w) are distinct from v(b) = v(β). In other words, f (u) and f (w) indeed lie in W (e). It remains to show that they belong to the same connected component of G[W (e)].
Claim 19.2. Either b = −e, or γ(e) is at least 3-dimensional, and −β γ(e).
Proof. Assume that b = −e. Because b and e are antipodal, there is a face D of ∂P containing −b and e. Therefore γ(−b) = −β is a face of γ(e) or vice versa according to Definition 16(iv). Since −β is a 2-cone and γ(e) is at least 2-dimensional, −β must be a face of γ(e). It remains to observe that −β = γ(e). For contradiction assume −β = γ(e). Consider the defining hyperplane for D; it contains −b and e. Therefore it contains −β because −β is in the affine hull of b∪−e if b = −e and −β = γ(−b) = γ(e). Consequently, it contains the origin, which is a contradiction.
We remark that if the former case b = −e occurs, then v(b) ∈ supp + (e) as v(b) ∈ supp(b) = supp(e); we already resolved this situation. Thus it remains to consider the case that γ(e) is at least 3-dimensional and −β γ(e). In addition, we can assume that v(b) ∈ supp + (e) (again, the opposite case was already resolved). Now note that f (u) ∈ supp + (u) \ R(β) and f (w) ∈ supp + (w) \ R(β) due to the definition of f (u) and f (w). This gives f (u), f (w) ∈ supp + (e) \ R(β).
From −β ⊆ γ(e) we also get
Therefore f (u), f (w) ∈ supp + (β), because they belong to supp + (e). Altogether, both f (u), f (w) ∈ supp − (β)∪S(β) as they also do not belong to R(β) Higher dimensions. It remains to define W (F) for faces F of P of higher dimensions. We inductively set W (F) := H W (H), where the union is over all proper subfaces H of F. As the definition is given inductively, this is equivalent with setting W (F) to e W (e) where the union is over the edges e in F. Then we easily get f (F (1) ) ⊆ G[W (F)] for any face F of P, as required.
It remains to prove that W (F) and W (F ) are disjoint for any pair F and F of antipodal faces of P.
For contradiction, let us assume that W (F) ∩ W (F ) = ∅. Due to the definition of W (F) and W (F ), there are faces e in F and e in F of dimension at most 1 such that W (e) ∩ W (e ) = ∅. (We use the edge notation e and e , which corresponds to the 'typical case'; however, one of e, e may be a vertex, if F or F is 0-dimensional.) We remark that e and e are antipodal as F and F are antipodal. Therefore, there is a proper face D containing e and −e .
If neither e nor e is a broken edge, then W (e) ⊆ supp + (e) ⊆ supp + (D), and W (e ) ⊆ supp + (e ) ⊆ supp − (D), which is a contradiction.
Therefore, we can assume that e or e is a broken edge; say e is broken. Then e cannot be broken. (Indeed, if e were broken, it would have to be an edge. Therefore, by Definition 16(iv) and Observation 13(1), γ(e) = γ(−e ), but γ(e ) and −γ(e ) cannot be both broken due to the definition of an extended representation.) We get W (e ) ⊆ supp + (e ) ∪ {v(e )} ⊆ supp − (D) ∪ {v(e )}. On the other hand, W (e) ⊆ supp + (e) \ {v(e )} ⊆ supp + (D) \ {v(e )}. Therefore W (e) and W (e ) are disjoint in this case as well.
Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that G is connected as for disconnected graphs both parameters µ and σ are realized as the maximum of the respective parameter over the components of G, 7 if it contains at least one edge (and the claim follows from the characterization of classes of graphs with µ(G), σ(G) ≤ 0, 1 for graphs without edges; see the introduction). Let M be any matrix maximizing corank(M ) among matrices in M(G) satisfying SAH; hence, µ(G) = corank(M ). Since M satisfies SAH, ker(M ) is an extended representation of G of dimension corank(M ) by Lemma 6. Applying Proposition 18, we get that corank(M ) ≤ σ(G).
On the relations between µ, λ and σ
As usual, let G = (V, E) be a graph. We say that a linear subspace X ⊆ R V is a valid representation of the graph G, if for every nonzero x ∈ X the graph G[supp + (x)] is nonempty and connected. Motivated by the Colin de Verdière parameter µ, van der Holst, Laurent, and Schrijver [vdHLS95a] introduced the invariant λ(G) defined as the maximum of dim(X) among all valid representations X of G. Among other properties, in the same paper they proved that this parameter is minor monotone and characterized the classes of graphs with λ(G) ≤ 1, 2, 3. From this characterization it follows that the parameters λ and µ differ already for those small values. In general, λ can be both greater or smaller than µ.
Van der Holst and Pendavingh [vdHP09, Thm. 40] proved λ(G) ≤ σ(G) for every graph G. Moreover, Pendavingh [Pen98] provided an example of a graph G such that µ(G) ≤ 18 and λ(G) ≥ 20. This is the example that we mentioned in the introduction, which shows that the parameters σ and µ are different in general.
In this section, we further investigate the distinction between µ, λ and σ. Motivated by [Pen98, Lem. 4] establishing lower bound on λ(G − e) for e ∈ E(G) with special properties, we present a similar lemma for the parameter σ, which utilizes extended representations of G.
Lemma 20. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph and let
Proof. Let L := {y ∈ ker(M ) :
We show that L is an extended representation of G and in the case that G−F is connected, we show that it is also an extended representation of G − F . The claim then follows by Proposition 18. To verify that L is an extended representation of G, we first look at the condition 1 of Definition 5. Assume it is not satisfied. Take a broken y ∈ L, which induces more than three connected components in G[supp(y)]. By the assumption on F , there is uv ∈ F such that {u, v} ∩ supp(y) = ∅. This means that y u = −y v = 0. However, this is impossible by Lemma 4(2). Now we turn to the condition 2 of Definition 5. Again, we assume that the condition is not satisfied. Take y ∈ L which has inclusion-miminal support among nonzero vectors in L, but at least one of the graphs G[supp ± (y)] is not connected. By the definition of L and Lemma 4(2), F ⊆ V \ supp(y). However, this means that D := {x ∈ ker(M ) : supp(x) ⊆ supp(y)} is a subspace of L. On the other hand, Lemma 6 says that dim(D) + 1 is equal to the number of connected components of G[supp (y) ]. This means that dim(D) ≥ 2, which implies that there is x ∈ D with strictly smaller support than y; a contradiction. Therefore, we have proved that L is an extended representation of G.
From now on we assume that G − F is connected. To verify that L is an extended representation of G − F , we first take a nonzero y ∈ L and observe that none of the edges uv ∈ F can have both endpoints in supp + (y), since y u + y v = 0. Therefore, removing F from G cannot disconnect any of the connected components of G[supp + (y)]. Consequently, L satisfies both requirements 1 and 2 of Definition 5. However, we also need to argue that there is M ∈ M(G − F ) such that L ⊆ ker(M ).
To this end, consider a symmetric matrix Q ∈ R V ×V defined as follows:
We show that we can choose M := M + Q. It is clear that the matrix M has the right pattern of zeros and negative entries outside the diagonal. Moreover, it is easy to check that L ⊆ ker(Q). Consequently, L ⊆ ker(M ). Next, we argue that M has at most one negative eigenvalue. To see this, first observe that Q is diagonally dominant, i.e., |Q uu | ≥ v =u |Q uv | for every u ∈ V . Moreover, Q has nonnegative diagonal entries. The last two properties imply that Q is positive semidefinite; this is a well-known fact (see, e.g., [BH11, Lem. 2.10.1(ii)]).
Let us denote by λ i (N ) the i-th smallest eigenvalue of a matrix N (assuming all eigenvalues of N are real). The Courant-Weyl inequalities (see, e.g., [BH11, Thm. 2.8.1(iii)]) imply that λ i (M ) = λ i (M + Q) ≥ λ i (M ) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , |V |}. As λ 2 (M ) ≥ 0, we see that M has at most one negative eigenvalue.
Since the claim of the lemma is trivially true if dim(L) ≤ 1, in the rest of the argument we will assume that dim(L) ≥ 2. The Perron-Frobenius theorem implies that λ 1 (M ) has multiplicity 1 (see the explanation in Subsection 2.1). As 2 ≤ dim(L) ≤ dim(ker(M )), we see that λ 1 (M ) must be negative. Consequently, M ∈ M(G − F ).
The next lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 4(2). It generalizes [Pen98, Lem. 5].
Lemma 21. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with maximum degree at most d and let M ∈ M(G)
. Let x ∈ ker(M ) be a broken vector. Then
G[supp(x)] has at most d connected components,
if G[supp(x)] has exactly d connected components, then G[V \ supp(x)] has no edges
and
Proof. Since G is connected, Lemma 4(2) implies that N (supp(x)) is nonempty, and moreover, that every vertex in N (supp(x)) is connected to each component of G[supp(x)]; thus, the number of such components cannot be greater than the maximum degree in G. This proves the first part. For the second part, the above argument shows that G[N (supp(x))] does not contain any edge. Consider a vertex v ∈ V \ supp(x) \ N (supp(x)). Since G is connected and v / ∈ N (supp(x)), there must be a path from v to N (supp(x)). However, this is not possible, since all vertices in N (supp(x)) have their neighbours only in supp(x).
We restate here the following theorem of Pendavingh [Pen98, Thm. 5], which is very useful for proving upper bounds on µ(G).
. Finite projective planes. Let H q denote the incidence graph of a finite projective plane of order q. It is a (q + 1)-regular bipartite graph with parts of size q 2 + q + 1. Using Theorem 22, this implies that
Let A q be the adjacency matrix of H q . It is known that the spectrum of A q is 
Proof. The bound on µ(H q ) above gives µ(H 3 ) ≤ 9. Furthemore, corank(M 3 ) = 12. Now choose any edge e of H 3 . Since H 3 is 4-regular, e ∩ supp(x) = ∅ for every broken x ∈ ker(M 3 ) inducing more than three connected components in H 3 [supp(x)] by Lemma 21. Thus, by Lemma 20, σ(H 3 ) ≥ σ(H 3 − e) ≥ 11.
The separation between µ and σ can be pushed even further by removing a small part from H 3 to obtain a graph G with µ(G) ≤ 7 and σ(G) ≥ 8, as was announced in Theorem 2 in the introduction.
Proof of Theorem 2. We choose three vertices v 1 , v 2 , v 3 of H 3 corresponding to three points of the finite projective plane of order 3 not lying on a single line. Let G := H 3 − {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 }. We observe that G contains three vertices of degree two, since every two points of a projective plane lie on a single line. Next, we choose an edge e ∈ E(G ) adjacent to a vertex of degree three in G and set G := G − e.
Observe that G contains four vertices of degree two; for each of these four vertices we choose one of the two edges incident to it and put it into a set F . We write G/F for the graph resulting from a contraction of the edges of F in G. Since the number of different subsets supp(x) ⊆ V is finite, the number of distinct subspaces D(x) for x ∈ B is finite as well. Therefore, there is a linear subspace L ⊆ ker(M ) of dimension at least corank(M ) − d + 1 such that for every x ∈ B it holds that L ∩ D(x) = {0}. Consequently, L is a valid representation of G, which finishes the proof.
Applying this proposition to the finite projective planes we immediately obtain an asymptotic separation of order µ(H q ) ∈ O q 3/2 and σ(H q ) ≥ λ(H q ) ≥ q 2 , which was stated in Theorem 3 in the introduction.
Proof of Theorem 3. Since corank(M q ) = q 2 + q and the degree of every vertex in H q is q + 1, Proposition 24 implies that λ(H q ) ≥ q 2 . The fact that λ(G) ≤ σ(G) for every graph G was proven by van der Holst and Pendavingh [vdHP09, Thm. 40] , as was already mentioned before.
The upper bound on µ(H q ) follows directly from Theorem 22.
A An explicit PSPACE algorithm for µ
In this appendix we describe an explicit algorithm that for every graph G = (V, E) on n vertices and every k ∈ {0, . . . , n} decides in space polynomial in n whether µ(G) ≥ k or not. The strategy is to produce an existential sentence φ G,k in the language L of the first-order theory of the reals 8 of length polynomial in n which is true if and only if µ(G) ≥ k. The rest then follows by the algorithm of Canny [Can88] for deciding the existential theory of the reals (∃R).
Notation.
We write E i,j for the matrix with one at the position (i, j) and zero everywhere else. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and n := |V |. We write O(G) for the subset of R V ×V consisting of symmetric matrices M such that M u,v < 0 for every uv ∈ E and M u,v = 0 for every uv / ∈ E. There is no requirement on the diagonal entries of M . 
where ψ is a quantifier-free formula formed as a conjunction of polynomial equalities and inequalities with variables corresponding to entries of L, D, A, B and S. Every element of L, A and B will be a real variable. On the other hand, since D and S will always represent diagonal matrices, only their diagonal entries will be real variables, their offdiagonal entries are always assumed to be zero. • The formula saying that the diagonal of D is
where the number of hard-coded zero entries is k, together with specifying the requirements λ 1 < 0 and λ i ≥ 0 for i ∈ {k + 2, . . . , n}. This subformula has thus size only O(n). Recall that D is assumed to be a diagonal matrix, so its off-diagonal entries are also hard-coded to be zero (i.e., we do not need any formula to specify this).
• The formula LL T = I n . This can be written as a conjunction of O(n 2 ) formulas of size O(n).
• The formula expressing M ∈ O(G). Clearly, this can be written as a conjunction of O(n 2 ) formulas, each of length O(n).
• The formula saying that the diagonal of S is strictly positive. This subformula has size O(p), which is in O(n 2 ). Recall that the matrix S is also assumed to be diagonal, and thus, its off-diagonal entries are hard-coded to be zero.
• The formula A T A = I p . This is a conjunction of O(p 2 ) formulas of size O(p). In total, this is an O(n 6 )-long subformula.
• The formula B T B = I n 2 . This is a subformula of size O(n 6 ).
• The formula saying that ASB T = N (M ). This is a conjunction of O(n 4 ) formulas of length O(n 2 ). In total, we again have a O(n 6 )-long subformula.
Consequently, the size of φ is O(n 6 ) and it contains only one (existential) quantifier over O(n 4 ) variables. It is also clear that φ is constructible in time polynomial in n.
The preceding discussion immediately implies the following corollary:
Corollary 27. There is an explicit algorithm that computes the value of µ(G) in space polynomial in |V | for any graph G = (V, E).
B Recognition of graphs with σ(G) ≤ 5
In this appendix, we show that σ(G) > 5 can be certified in polynomial time by an explicit certificate (i.e., not via an unknown forbidden minor). Throughout Appendix B, we change our previous convention and assume that all polyhedra (and their faces) are closed.
B.1 Exponential time algorithm
First we describe the exponential time algorithm mentioned in the introduction.
Polytopal and polygonal complexes. By a polytopal complex we mean a polyhedral complex where each polyhedron is bounded (i.e., a polytope). A polygonal complex is a polytopal comlex of dimension at most 2.
2-closure. A polygonal complex central to the contents of this section will be so called 2-closure of a graph. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Let C 2 (G) be the 2-dimensional CWcomplex obtained from G by attaching a polygonal disk D s to every cycle s in G. Van der Holst and Pendavingh [vdHP09] define a closure of G as a CW-complex C such that (i) C
(1) equals to G and (ii) for each i ≥ 0 and each U ⊆ V that induces a connected subgraph of G, the higher homotopy group π i (C (i+1) [U ]) is trivial, where C[U ] denotes the subcomplex of C induced by U . The complex C 2 (G) satisfies the condition (i) and it also satisfies the condition (ii) for i ≤ 1. From the proof of Theorem 19 in [vdHP09] , it follows that C 2 (G) can be extended to a closure of G, thus it is appropriate to call C 2 (G) a 2-closure of G.
It follows from [vdHP09] that σ(G) ≤ 5 if and only if C 2 (G) admits an even map into R 4 ; see Proposition 28 below for precise statement convenient for our setting. As mentioned in the introduction, determining whether a 2-complex admits an even map into R 4 is known to be easy via equivariant obstruction theory (it is equivalent to vanishing of the Z 2 -reduction of so called van Kampen obstruction). Usually, this is set in the language of simplicial complexes but the extension to polygonal complexes is straightforward. Below we provide the details needed for explanation of our algorithm (and proof of its correctness).
Deleted product. Given a polygonal complex P, by P we denote the deleted product of P. This is the polytopal complex with faces of the form η ×τ where η and τ are disjoint faces of P. (Because of the convention for this section η and τ are closed. Therefore their disjointness means that they do not share a vertex.) Note that P is a 4-dimensional complex as soon as P contains a pair of disjoint 2-faces. There is a natural Z 2 action on P swapping η × τ and τ × η.
Chains and symmetric chains. Given a polytopal complex P by C k (P) we denote the space of k-chains of P (over Z 2 ; all considerations in this section will be over Z 2 ). This means that the elements of C k (P) are formal linear combinations α η η where α η ∈ Z 2 and the sum is over all k-faces η of P. The boundary operator ∂ : C k (P) → C k−1 (P) is defined so that a k-face η is mapped to the sum of all (k − 1)-faces of η and then it is extended linearly to C k (P). An element z ∈ C k (P) is a k-cycle if ∂z = 0. The space of k-cycles is denoted Z k (P). Note that we carefully distinguish graph-theoretic cycles in graph G (connected subgraphs where every vertex has degree 2) and k-cycles. For comparison, subgraphs of G such that every vertex has even degree would be 1-cycles in Z 1 (G), but we will never need them.
In even more special case when P = C 2 (G), we simplify the notation for symmetric chains in C k,eq (C 2 (G)) so that we write them in a form
That is we simplify α Dr×Ds to α r×s where r and s are disjoint cycles of G. If we further set α {r,s} := α r×s = α s×r , then (1) can be rewritten as
where the sum is over all unordered pairs {r, s} of disjoint cycles.
Symmetric cochains. Given a polygonal complex P, by C k eq ( P) we denote the space of corresponding symmetric cochains, that is, linear maps m : C k,eq ( P) → Z 2 satisfying m(η × τ ) = m(τ × η) for any k-face η × τ of P.
General position and almost general position. Let P be a polygonal complex. We say that a PL (piecewise linear) map f : |P| → R 4 is in general position if the following two conditions are satisfied.
(i) Whenever η is an edge of P, x ∈ η, τ is a 2-face of P, y ∈ τ , then f (x) = f (y) implies x = y.
(ii) Whenever η and τ are distinct 2-faces of P, then f (int σ) and f (int τ ) meet in a finite number of points and each such point is a transversal crossing. (The symbol int denotes the interior.)
We say that f is in almost general position if it satisfies (i) and it satisfies (ii) for every pair η and τ of disjoint (instead of distinct) 2-faces of P.
Crossing cocycle. Given a PL map f : |P| → R 4 in almost general position, we define the crossing cocycle o f ∈ C 4 eq ( P) by setting o f (η × τ + τ × η) to be the number of crossings of f (η) and f (τ ) if η and τ are disjoint 2-faces of P. Then we extend o f linearly to C 4,eq ( P).
10 According to the definition of even map in [vdHP09] , the map f is even if and only if o f = 0. Given z ∈ Z 4,eq ( P), o f (z) coincides with I(z, f ) defined in [vdHP09, Sec. 4] in our special case when f is an almost general position PL map. As van der Holst and Pendavingh [vdHP09] argue I(z, f ) is independent of the choice of f . Then it is possible to define I(z) = I(z, f ) where f is an arbitrary general position PL map.
Note that I is a linear map from Z 4,eq ( C 2 (G)) to Z 2 . The following proposition is not explicitly mentioned in [vdHP09] . However, it immediately follows from Theorem 30 in [vdHP09] (used with n = 4) and the equivalent definition of σ via I(z) in [vdHP09, Sec. 6].
Proposition 28 ([vdHP09] ). We get σ(G) ≤ 5 if and only if I(z) = 0 for every z ∈ Z 4,eq ( C 2 (G)).
Testing σ(G) ≤ 5 in exponential time. Now we explain a simple algorithm for testing whether σ(G) ≤ 5 in exponential time via Proposition 28.
Let z 1 , . . . , z t be a basis of Z 4,eq ( C(G)). The value t as well as size of each z i is polynomial in the size of C(G); however, the size of C(G) might be (at most) exponential in size of G. 
B.2 Speed-up
Let n be the number of vertices of G = (V, E), where V = [n]. Let ∆ n−1 be the n-simplex with vertex set V . Note that G is a subgraph of the 1-skeleton ∆
(1) n−1 . We will first define a suitable map g : |C 2 (G)| → |∆ (2) n−1 |. We set g as identity on G = C g(y) ). This map further induces an equivariant chain homomorphismg #,eq : C 4,eq ( C 2 (G)) → C 4,eq ( ∆ Proof. By Corollary 30, it is sufficient to certificate an existence of z ∈ Z with I(z ) = 1. We can easily observe that the dimension of Z is polynomially bounded by the size of G because Z is a subspace of C 4,eq ( ∆ (2) n−1 ). A safe bound is that C 4,eq ( ∆ (2) n−1 ) is generated by at most n 3 2 pairs of triangles where n is the number of vertices of G. Therefore, there is a chain z ∈ Z 4,eq ( C 2 (G)) with polynomially many nonzero coordinates satisfying z =g #,eq (z) which thereby certifies that z ∈ Z. Certifying I(z ) = 1 is easy via a suitable general position map (as described for the exponential time algorithm).
Remark 32. If we knew how to find a basis of Z in polynomial time, then we would immediately get a polynomial time algorithm by evaluating I(z ) for all basis cycles z .
